Abstract

Online social and information networks, like Facebook and Twitter, exploit the influence of neighbors to achieve effective information sharing and spreading. The process that information is spread via the connected nodes in social and information networks is referred to as diffusion. In the literature, a number of diffusion models have been proposed for different applications like influential user identification and personalized recommendation. However, comprehensive studies to discover the hidden diffusion mechanisms governing the information diffusion using the data-driven paradigm are still lacking. This thesis research aims to design novel diffusion models with the structural and behaviorable dependency of neighboring nodes for representing social networks, and to develop computational algorithms to infer the diffusion models as well as the underlying diffusion mechanisms based on information cascades observed in real social networks.

By incorporating structural dependency and diversity of node neighborhood into a widely used diffusion model called Independent Cascade (IC) Model, we first propose a component-based diffusion model where the influence of parent nodes is exerted via connected components. Instead of estimating the node-based diffusion probabilities as in the IC Model, component-based diffusion probabilities are estimated using an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm derived under a Bayesian framework. Also, a newly derived structural diversity measure namely dynamic effective size is proposed for quantifying the dynamic information redundancy within each parent component.

The component-based diffusion model suggests that node connectivity is a good
proxy to quantify how a node’s activation behavior is affected by its node neighborhood. To model directly the behavioral dependency of node neighborhood, we then propose a co-activation pattern based diffusion model by integrating the latent class model into the IC Model where the co-activation patterns of parent nodes form the latent classes for each node. Both the co-activation patterns and the corresponding pattern-based diffusion probabilities are inferred using a two-level EM algorithm. As compared to the component-based diffusion model, the inferred co-activation patterns can be interpreted as the soft parent components, providing insights on how each node is influenced by its neighbors as reflected by the observed cascade data.

With the motivation to discover a common set of the over-represented temporal activation patterns (motifs) characterizing the overall diffusion in a social network, we further propose a motif-based diffusion model. By considering the temporal ordering of the parent activations and the social roles estimated for each node, each temporal activation motif is represented using a Markov chain with the social roles being its states. Again, a two-level EM algorithm is proposed to infer both the temporal activation motifs and the corresponding diffusion network simultaneously. The inferred activation motifs can be interpreted as the underlying diffusion mechanisms characterizing the diffusion happening in the social network.

Extensive experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of all the proposed diffusion models using both synthetic and real data. The results obtained and presented in the thesis demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models. In addition, we discuss in detail how to interpret the inferred co-activation patterns and interaction motifs as the diffusion mechanisms under the context of different real social network data sets.
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